We present deep Ha and [0 III] images and echelle spectra of non-radiative shocks in the NE Cygnus Loop. The contrast between the smooth Ha structure and the clumpier [0 III] indicates that portions of the sheet-like front are beginning to go radiative. The column depth through the shock seems to be < 10 17 -s cm -2 for the entire region -a remarkable constraint for such a large structure.
INTRODUCTION:
The Balmer-line emission from non-radiative shocks arises in a zone of collislonal excitation Immediately behind the shock front. The Ha line profile shows both narrow and broad components with widths related to the pre-and post-shock temperatures, respectively. From such a profile, Raymond et al. (1983, hereafter RBFG) Fesen and Itoh (1985) , seems to require some radiative contribution to the emission. An Ha image presented by Hester, Raymond, and Daniel son (1986, hereafter HRD) shows the two faint filaments just visible on the F>0SS red print to be part of a continuous band of very sharp filaments and diffuse emission.
OBSERVATIONS:
Images of a field centered on the two brightest filaments were obtained through a 15A FWHM Ha filter and a 30A FWHM [0 III] A5007 filter using a new reimaging camera at the 60" telescope at Palomar Observatory. The camera system employs a 306 mm collimator, a 58 mm camera lens, and a spherical field lens to put a 16' X 16' field onto an 800 X 800 pixel TI CCD at 1.2 arcsec pixel -1 with an effective speed of f/1.65. This camera covers a field with about 5 times the area of the system used by HRD.
The images were calibrated using the spectrophotometry of RBFG. Ha/He was assumed to be 3 (close to the value of 2.8 reported by Fesen and Itoh). The Ha image is a single 3000 s exposure with a detection threshhold (2o In a 3 X 3 pixel sample) of 3 X 10~7 ergs cm of order 100 pc 2 . Furthermore, this surface has a significant curvature that fits well with the outline of the rest of the remnant.
We cautiously suggest that these observations could be most easily understood if the Cygnus Loop were the result of a cavity explosion. The presence of bright X-ray emission immediately interior to shocks that do not seem to be fast enough to produce the X-rays also indicates that the shock has recently undergone rapid deceleration over a large area. Finally, the remarkably smooth morphology of the emission (despite evidence that shock velocities vary significantly in the region) is easier to understand if the denser more inhomogeneous medium were encountered only recently.
